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Abstract
A ﬁnite sample performance measure of multivariate location estimators is introduced
based on ‘‘tail behavior’’. The tail performance of multivariate ‘‘monotone’’ location
estimators and the halfspace depth based ‘‘non-monotone’’ location estimators including the
Tukey halfspace median and multivariate L-estimators is investigated. The connections among
the ﬁnite sample performance measure, the ﬁnite sample breakdown point, and the halfspace
depth are revealed. It turns out that estimators with high breakdown point or halfspace depth
have ‘‘appealing’’ tail performance. The tail performance of the halfspace median is very
appealing and also robust against underlying population distributions, while the tail
performance of the sample mean is very sensitive to underlying population distributions.
These ﬁndings provide new insights into the notions of the halfspace depth and breakdown
point and identify the important role of tail behavior as a quantitative measure of robustness
in the multivariate location setting.
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1. Introduction
Let Tn ¼ TnðX1;y; XnÞ be an estimator of an unknown parameter y based on a
random sample X1;y; Xn from a random variable X in Rd ðdX1Þ with Py being the
corresponding probability measure. How good is Tn as an estimator of y? Various
performance measures of Tn; including unbiasedness and consistency, have been
proposed and studied. Asymptotic behavior of Tn in R
1 has also been investigated,
based on the behavior of
ln PyðjTn  yjÞ4aÞ=n as n-N
for fixed a; see [3,6,22].
In practice, however, the sample size n is finite and fixed. In sharp contrast with the
asymptotic approach to the performance of estimators, Jurecˇkova´ [11] studied, for
continuous and centrally symmetric F in R1; the performance of location estimator
Tn based on the measure
ln PyðjTn  yj4aÞ
lnð1 FðaÞÞ as a-N
for fixed n: He, Jurecˇkova´, Koenker and Portnoy (HJKP) [7] extended this measure
to the regression context and explored the tail behavior of various regression
estimators.
The aforementioned ﬁnite sample tail index measures the rate at which the tail
probability of the sampling distribution of Tn approaches zero with respect to that of
the underlying population distribution. Jurecˇkova´ [11] and HJKP [7] have
demonstrated that this tail index can well serve as a robustness measure of
estimators. The proposed measure has also been utilized in statistical inference to
distinguish exponentially tailed and heavy tailed distributions, see, e.g., [14,15].
Furthermore, related tail indices have been used substantially in economic studies.
For example, tail indices have been utilized in the statistical modeling and inference
of stock return and other economic data. Motivated by practical applications like
these we generalize Jurecˇkova´’s one-dimensional tail behavior index to higher
dimensions and introduce a tail performance measure for location estimators in
Rd ðdX1Þ:
In this paper, the tail behavior of multivariate ‘‘monotone’’ and ‘‘non-monotone’’
location estimators is investigated based on the tail performance measure
introduced. Our ﬁnite sample approach to the performance of multivariate location
estimators offers a new insight into the comparison of estimator performance
particularly from a robustness standpoint. In recent work on robust and non-
parametric estimation and inference, two notions, the ﬁnite sample breakdown point
[4] and the data depth [17,23,24], have played important roles. The ﬁnite sample
breakdown point has emerged as a standard quantitative assessment of global
robustness of estimators. The data depth such as the Tukey halfspace depth, on the
other hand, have become increasingly pursued to develop center-outward orderings
of multivariate data, and consequently to provide foundations for new robust and
non-parametric methods in multivariate data analysis and inference. One interesting
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ﬁnding in this paper is that our ﬁnite sample performance measure is intimately
linked with the notion of ﬁnite sample breakdown point and the notion of halfspace
depth. Estimators with high breakdown point or halfspace depth always have
appealing tail performance. The lower tail performance bounds of location
estimators are essentially the ﬁnite sample breakdown point or the halfspace depth
of the corresponding estimators (up to a scalar 1=n). This ﬁnding offers new insights
into and deepens our understanding of the notions of breakdown point and the
halfspace depth and clariﬁes the important role of the tail behavior as a quantitative
assessment of robustness of location estimators in the multivariate location setting.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a performance measure
of location estimators in Rd ðdX1Þ is introduced and a general tail performance
result is obtained for any reasonable location estimators. In Section 3, notions of
monotonicity of multivariate location estimators are introduced and the tail
behavior of multivariate monotone location estimators is studied. The interconnec-
tion between the tail behavior and the breakdown point of monotone location
estimators is revealed. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the tail behavior of some
halfspace depth based non-monotone location estimators, including the Tukey
halfspace median (a leading robust depth based location estimator) and halfspace
depth based multivariate L-estimators. The tail behavior of the halfspace median is
very appealing and also robust against underlying population distributions, while the
tail behavior of the sample mean, a special L-estimator, is very sensitive to the
underlying population distributions. The intimate relationships between the ﬁnite
sample tail behavior and the halfspace depth of these estimators are brought to light.
Section 5 offers some concluding remarks. Proofs of some main results are given in
the appendix.
2. A tail performance measure and a general result
Location estimator Tn is affine equivariant if TnðAxn þ bÞ ¼ ATnðxnÞ þ b; for any
non-singular d  d matrix A; any vector bARd ; and any set of points xn ¼
fx1;y; xng in Rd ; where Axn þ b ¼ fAx1 þ b;y; Axn þ bg: Tn is translation
equivariant if A is an identity matrix. Throughout this paper, we assume that Tn is
translation equivariant and X has a distribution function of the form Fðx  yÞ: For
such Tn and X ; Pyðu0ðTn  yÞ4aÞ ¼ P0ðu0Tn4aÞ and Pyðu0ðX  yÞ4aÞ ¼
P0ðu0X4aÞ; where P0 is the probability measure corresponding to X  y: Thus we
may assume that y ¼ 0 and write P for P0 for simplicity. Location parameter y can
be the point of symmetry of a centrally, angularly or even halfspace symmetric
distribution F : For discussions of these symmetric distributions, see [26]. Symmetry,
however, is not required in our following discussion.
Now we generalize the tail performance measure of Jurecˇkova´ [11] in R1 to
Rd ðdX1Þ: For fixed n and unit vector u; one would like the ‘‘tail’’ (halfspace)
probability Pyðu0ðTn  yÞ4aÞ ¼ Pðu0Tn4aÞ to be as small as possible for a ﬁxed
a40 and to approach zero as fast as possible when a-N: On the other hand, the
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behavior of this tail probability depends inherently on the behavior of the tail
probability Pyðu0ðX  yÞ4aÞ ¼ Pðu0X4aÞ of the underlying population distribu-
tion. We thus introduce a measure of finite sample performance of Tn in R
d ðdX1Þ
based on the behavior of
BðTn; u; aÞ ¼ ln Pðu
0Tn4aÞ
ln Pðu0X4aÞ as a-N;
for unit vector u and fixed n: The limit above (if it exists) measures the relative rate of
the tail probability of the sampling distribution of Tn approaching zero with respect
to the tail probability of the underlying population distribution. Clearly, for a good
estimator Tn one would expect the ratio BðTn; u; aÞ to be high for any unit vector u as
a-N: How high can BðTn; u; aÞ be as a-N? We answer this question ﬁrst for any
‘‘reasonably good’’ location estimators in this section then for various other location
estimators in later section. Speciﬁcally, we will examine the behavior of
%
BðTn; aÞ ¼ infjjujj¼1 BðTn; u; aÞ and %BðTn; aÞ ¼ supjjujj¼1
BðTn; u; aÞ as a-N:
It is interesting to note that lim infa-N
%
BðTn; aÞ and lim supa-N %BðTn; aÞ are
translation (affine) invariant for translation (afﬁne) equivariant Tn: We say an
estimator has an ‘‘appealing’’ tail behavior in the multivariate context if
lim infa-N
%
BðTn; aÞ is high ( close to n=2) and lim supa-N %BðTn; aÞ is low.
For a unit vector uARd ; let xðu;iÞ be a point in xn ¼ fx1;y; xng such that the rank
of u0xðu;iÞ in u0xn ¼ fu0x1;y; u0xng is i: We have the following general result.
Theorem 2.1. Let Tn be a translation equivariant location estimator in R
d ðdX1Þ such
that for any unit vector u (1) u0xðu;1Þ40 ) u0TnðxnÞ40 and (2) u0xðu;nÞp0 )
u0TnðxnÞp0: Then
1p lim inf
a-N %
BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpn:
Conditions (1) and (2) in the theorem hold for any location estimators which are
located within the convex hull formed by the sample points. The tails of any such
location estimator approach zero (in natural log scale) at least as fast as the tails of
the underlying population distribution and can approach zero n times as fast. In the
next two section, sharper lower and upper performance bounds are obtained for two
large classes of location estimators.
3. Tail behavior of monotone location estimators
In this section, notions of monotonicity of multivariate location estimators are
introduced, the tail behavior of monotone location estimators is investigated, and
the close connection between the tail behavior and breakdown point of monotone
location estimators is revealed.
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3.1. Notions of monotonicity
In one dimension, it is intuitively appealing and desirable that the value of a
location estimator Tnðx1;y; xnÞ should not be decreasing when an observation in
fx1;y; xng is increasing. A location estimator Tn in R1 with such a property is
said to be monotone (see [7]). Equivalently, Tn in R
1 is monotone if
Tnðx1;y; xnÞpTnðxn1 ;y; xnnÞ; whenever xni ¼ xi þ ci; ciX0; for all i: In Rd ðdX1Þ;
as points in xn ¼ fx1;y; xng move along the same direction u; it seems reasonable
that the projection of a location estimator TnðxnÞ on the direction u should at least
not decrease. Thus we introduce a notion of monotonicity for multivariate location
estimators.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A location estimator Tn in R
d ðdX1Þ is said to be monotone if for any
set of points fx1;y; xng and unit vector u in Rd
u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞpu0Tnðxn1 ;y; xnnÞ whenever xni ¼ xi þ ciu; ciX0; for all i:
A stronger version of monotonicity could be deﬁned as follows. Tn is said to be
strongly monotone if for any fx1;y; xng and unit vector u in Rd ;
u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞpu0Tnðxn1 ;y; xnnÞ whenever u0xipu0xni ; for all i:
It is readily seen that in R1 the above two monotonicity notions are equivalent to
that of HJKP [7]. Other notions of monotonicity in Rd ðdX1Þ which can generalize
the univariate one exist. We now present some examples of monotone location
estimators.
Example 3.1. In R1; deﬁne (see [21])
TnðX nÞ ¼
XnðmÞ
i¼1
cn;iWn;i; ð3:1Þ
where X n ¼ fX1;y; Xng is a random sample from a distribution F ; cn;i; 1pipnðmÞ;
are arbitrary constants, Wn;1;y; Wn;nðmÞ are ordered values of hðXi1 ;y; XimÞ taken
over the nðmÞ ¼ nðn  1Þ?ðn  m þ 1Þ m-tuples ði1;y; imÞ of distinct elements from
f1;y; ng; and hðx1;y; xmÞ is a given ‘‘kernel’’ function. Then Tn is (strongly)
monotone for suitable kernel functions. Monotone Tn includes the sample mean, a-
trimmed mean, quantiles, and median and the well-known Hodges–Lehmann
estimator, MedfðXi þ XjÞ=2; iojg; and its generalized version (see Serﬂing [21]),
MedfðXi1 þ?þ XimÞ=mg; for a ﬁxed choice of mX1; where Medfxng ¼
ðxðIðnþ1Þ=2mÞ þ xðIðnþ2Þ=2mÞÞ=2 and xð1Þp?pxðnÞ are the ordered values of
x1;y; xn: Let m ¼ 1 and hðxÞ ¼ x; then Tn includes the class of L-statistics, which
are strongly monotone location estimators for any choice of non-negative constants
cn;i; 1pipn: Let hðx1;y; xmÞ be some linear non-negative combinations of
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x1;y; xm and cn;i ¼ 1=nðmÞ; for all i: Then Tn includes the U-statistics, a class of
strongly monotone location estimators.
In Rd ðd41Þ; examples of monotone location estimators include (i) the sample
mean in Rd ðd41Þ; (ii) the Tn in (3.1) with m ¼ 1; Wn;1;y; Wn;nðmÞ being X1;y; Xn;
respectively, and cn;i; 1pipn being non-negative data-independent constants.
All above location estimators are strongly monotone (thus monotone). There are
estimators that are monotone but not strongly monotone. Examples including the
coordinatewise median and the coordinatewise Hodges–Lehmann estimators in
Rd ðdX1Þ:
3.2. Tail behavior of monotone location estimators
In the following, general tail performance bounds of multivariate monotone
location estimators are obtained and the interconnections between the tail behavior
and breakdown point of multivariate monotone location estimators are brought to
light.
The ﬁnite sample replacement breakdown point (RBP) of an estimator Tn at X
n in
Rd is deﬁned as (see [5])
RBPðTn; X nÞ ¼ min m
n
: sup
X nm
jjTnðX nmÞ  TnðX nÞjj ¼N
( )
;
where X nm denotes the contaminated sample resulting from replacing m points of X
n
with arbitrary points. In the following, we assume that the RBP of Tn is sample-
independent. In fact, this is true for translation equivariant monotone estimators in
Rd : For Tn with RBP¼ m=n ðo1=2Þ; deﬁne conditions
C-Plane: if there are n  m þ 1 xi’s in a hyperplane H; then Tnðx1;y; xnÞAH:
C-Spot: if there are n  m þ 1 xi’s coinciding with b; then Tnðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ b:
C-Plane is satisﬁed by afﬁne equivariant Tn with RBP=m=n: C-Spot is satisﬁed by
translation and scale equivariant Tn with RBP=m=n: Tn is scale equivariant if
Tnðcx1;y; cxnÞ ¼ cTnðx1;y; xnÞ for any scalar c:
Theorem 3.1. Let Tn be a translation equivariant location estimator with RBP ¼ m=n:
Then
mp lim inf
a-N %
BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpn  m þ 1;
if any one of the following conditions holds:
(A) Tn is monotone and satisfies C-Plane,
(B) Tn is strongly monotone and satisfies C-Spot,
(C) Tn is strongly monotone and lima-N ln Pðu0X4a þ cÞ=ln Pðu0X4aÞ ¼ 1 for
any fixed c:
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Conditions (A) and (B) are satisﬁed by all the estimators in Example 3.1 that are
strongly monotone (since all these estimators are afﬁne equivariant). For example,
the Hodges–Lehmann estimator satisﬁes (A) and (B) with m ¼ Jð2n þ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2n2  2n þ 1p Þ=2n; where J  n is the ceiling function. The limit in (C) equals 1
for a wide range of distributions (including multivariate normal distributions).
The theorem reveals inherent connections between the tail behavior and the
breakdown point of multivariate monotone location estimators. High RBP of a
monotone location estimator Tn corresponds to attractive tail performance of Tn:
The result also provides probabilistic interpretations of the ﬁnite sample RBP based
on the ﬁnite sample tail behavior of monotone location estimators. That is, the RBP,
a notion originally deﬁned with no probability concept involved, is essentially the
lower bound of the relative rate of the tail probability of the sampling distribution of
the estimator approaching zero with respect to that of the tail probability of the
underlying population distribution (up to a factor 1=n). This reveals that the tail
performance index in fact is an important measure of robustness of estimators: with
contaminating points equal to the lower tail index bound one could drive the
estimators beyond any bounded region.
4. Tail behavior of halfspace depth based non-monotone location estimators
In this section, we explore the tail behavior of some leading halfspace depth based
multivariate location estimators. These estimators are not monotone in general. The
tail behavior of these estimators turns out to be intimately linked with their halfspace
depth.
4.1. Tail behavior of the Tukey halfspace median
Tukey [23] introduced the notion of the halfspace depth and suggested its role in
deﬁning multivariate analogues of univariate rank and order statistics via depth-
induced ‘‘contours’’. Further development in the halfspace depth was stimulated by
Donoho and Gasko [5], who studied its properties and focused on the robustness
properties of the associated notion of halfspace median. Other studies on data depth
include Liu [17], He and Wang [9], He and Portnoy [8], Rousseeuw and Hubert [20],
Liu et al. [18] (1999), and Zuo and Serﬂing [24,25,27].
The halfspace depth of a point x in Rd with respect to a sample X n ¼ fX1;y; Xng
from F ; denoted by HDnðx; X nÞ; is deﬁned as
HDnðx; X nÞ ¼ inffFnðHÞ : H a closed halfspace; xAHg; xARd ;
where Fn is the empirical distribution with mass 1=n on each Xi ð1pipnÞ: The
halfspace median HMn of X
n is the point with maximum halfspace depth, i.e.,
HMnðX nÞ ¼ arg supxARdHDnðx; X nÞ: It is readily seen that HMn is afﬁne equivar-
iant. HMn; however, is not monotone in R
d ðd41Þ:
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Theorem 4.1. Let HMn be the halfspace median and HDnðHMnðX nÞ; X nÞXD=n for
any X n from F : Then
Dp lim inf
a-N %
BðHMn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðHMn; aÞpn  D þ 1:
For continuous F ; Jn=ðd þ 1ÞnpDpIðn þ 1Þ=2m almost surely, where I  m is
the ﬂoor function. Furthermore, if F is centrally symmetric, then D will be much
larger than Jn=ðd þ 1Þn in Rd ðd41Þ and in fact D ¼ n=2 opð1Þ: For details, see
[5]. The theorem reveals intimate connections between the ﬁnite sample tail behavior
and the halfspace depth of HMn:
In R1; HMn reduces to the univariate median ðMednÞ: For any F ; the halfspace
depth of the univariate median is Iðn þ 1Þ=2m=n; which is exactly its RBP. By
Theorem 4.1 we have
Corollary 4.1. Let Medn be the univariate sample median. Then
Iðn þ 1Þ=2mp lim inf
a-N %
BðMedn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðMedn; aÞpIðn þ 2Þ=2m:
4.2. Tail behavior of multivariate L-estimators
Univariate L-estimators, as linear combinations of one-dimensional order
statistics, have long been recognized as robust location estimators in R1 with
desirable properties. Statistical depth functions can provide a center-outward
ordering of multivariate points and consequently allow one to extend the univariate
L-estimators to the multivariate setting. Let X1;y; Xn be a random sample from F
in Rd ; and Xð1Þ;y; XðnÞ be the corresponding multivariate order statistics based on
some multivariate ordering methods (such as depth based ordering methods). Tn is
said to be a multivariate L-estimator if it is of the form
Tn ¼
Xn
i¼1
ciXðiÞ;
where ciX0; 1pipn; and
Pn
i¼1 ci ¼ 1: Tn is translation equivariant if depth based
ordering methods are employed. However, Tn in general is not monotone in R
d
ðd41Þ:
Deﬁne cn ¼ 1=maxifcig; c* ¼ 1=minifci : ci40g; and sn ¼
P
i Iðci40Þ: In the
following, we focus on the halfspace depth and assume that there are constants c; c0
and integer s such that cnXc; c
*
pc0 and snXs: Multivariate L-estimators with
constants c ¼ cn; c0 ¼ c* ; and s ¼ sn include, as special cases, the sample mean and
the a depth trimmed means deﬁned as
Tan ¼
Xn
i¼2Ianmþ1
1
n  2IanmXðiÞ; 0pao1=2:
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Theorem 4.2. Let Tn ¼
Pn
i¼1 ciXðiÞ be a multivariate L-estimator with halfspace
depth XD=n for any X n from F : Let c and s be constants such that snXs and
cnXc:
(i) If for some b; C40 and rX1;
(1) lima-N
ln Pðu0X4aÞ
bar
¼ 1; and (2) Rju0xj4CðPðu0X4ju0xjÞÞa dFðxÞoN;
8ao1; uniformly with respect to unit vector uARd ; then
maxfD; cgp lim inf
a-N %
BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpn  D þ 1:
(ii) If for some g40;
lim
a-N
ln Pðu0X4aÞ
g ln a
¼ 1;
then
Dp lim inf
a-N
%BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpminfn  D þ 1; n  s þ 1g:
Distributions satisfying the conditions in (i) and the condition in (ii) are,
respectively, said to be light tailed and heavy tailed. Light tailed distributions include
multivariate normal distributions, while heavy tailed distributions include multi-
variate t distributions. In R1; condition (2) of (i) can be dropped. For the a depth
trimmed means, we have
Corollary 4.2. Let Tn be the a depth trimmed mean with halfspace depthXD=n for any
X n from F :
(i) For light-tailed distributions,
maxfD; n  2Ianmgp lim inf
a-N %
BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpn  D þ 1:
(ii) For heavy-tailed distributions,
Dp lim inf
a-N %
BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpminfn  D þ 1; 2Ianmþ 1g:
By the corollary, the multivariate sample mean can have the worst and the best tail
performance for heavy and light tailed F ; respectively. For multivariate normal F
(equivalently elliptically symmetric F ; by the afﬁne invariance property of the
halfspace depth) and the a depth trimmed mean, DEIanm in the corollary for large
n (see [5,25]).
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5. Concluding remarks
In the univariate setting, the tail behavior of location estimators has been studied
by authors including [1,2,10–13,16]. HJKP [7] explored the tail behavior of various
regression estimators. The underlying distribution F in those studies was assumed to
be continuous, symmetric and (or) satisfy other conditions. Lopuhaaˇ and Rousseeuw
(LR) [19] made a ﬁrst attempt to generalize a result of HJKP [7] to the multivariate
location setting. The tail performance measure deﬁned in [19] is based on the
Euclidean norm (whereas the measure in this paper is based on halfspaces) and Tn in
[19] needs to satisfy a strong monotone condition and F is required to be spherically
symmetric.
The connection between the tail behavior and the breakdown robustness was
revealed in [7,11,20] for location or regression estimators for continuous and
symmetric F satisfying some conditions. This connection is extended in this paper to
the general multivariate location setting. Further, a connection among the halfspace
depth, the tail behavior, and the breakdown point is revealed in the current paper,
offering a new insight into the notion of halfspace depth and clarifying the role of tail
behavior as a universal measure of robustness.
Finally, we comment that for a selected set of location estimators, we have studied
their tail behavior. Our tail performance measure is based on halfspaces, hence it
works very well for monotone and halfspace based location estimators. The tail
behavior of other estimators including multivariate M-estimators and S-estimators
merits investigation and different tail performance measures seem necessary for these
estimators.
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Appendix. Selected proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Case (A): We show that Tn satisﬁes
u0xðu;mÞpu0Tnðx1;y; xnÞpu0xðu;nmþ1Þ:
For a given unit vector u; let Rui be the rank of u
0xi among u0x1;y; u0xn:
Let xni ¼ xi  xðu;mÞ: By the translation equivariance and monotonicity of Tn;
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we have
u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ u0xðu;mÞ þ u0Tnðxn1;y; xnnÞ
X u0xðu;mÞ þ u0Tnðxnn1 y; xnnn Þ;
where xnni ¼ xni IðRuipmÞ þ ðxni  ciuÞIðRui4mÞ; ci ¼ u0xni ; for all i; and IðÞ is the
indicator function. Since there are at least n  m þ 1 points in fxnn1 ;y; xnnn g
contained in the hyperplane H ¼ fxARd : u0x ¼ 0g; thus u0Tnðxnn1 y; xnnn Þ ¼ 0; hence
u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞXu0xðu;mÞ: Likewise, one could show that u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞp
u0xðu;nmþ1Þ: Let mn ¼ n  m þ 1: Then for any unit vector u and positive
number a;
Pðu0Tn4aÞpPðu0Xðu;nmþ1Þ4aÞ
¼
Xn
s¼m
n
s
 !
Pðu0X4aÞð Þs Pðu0XpaÞð Þns
¼ Pðu0X4aÞð Þm
Xn
s¼m
n
s
 !
Pðu0X4aÞð Þsm Pðu0XpaÞð Þns:
Similarly, we have
Pðu0Tn4aÞXðPðu0X4aÞÞm
n
Xn
s¼mn
n
s
 !
ðPðu0X4aÞÞsmnðPðu0XpaÞÞns:
The desired result now follows.
Case (B): The desired result follows if we can show that Tn satisﬁes
u0xðu;mÞpu0Tnðx1;y; xnÞpu0xðu;nmþ1Þ:
In the following, we only prove u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞXu0xðu;mÞ: The proof for the other
part is similar. By the translation equivariance and strongly monotonicity of Tn; we
have
u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ u0xðu;mÞ þ u0Tnðxn1;y; xnnÞ
X u0xðu;mÞ þ u0Tnðxnn1 ;y; xnnn Þ;
where xni ¼ xi  xðu;mÞ; xnni ¼ xni IðRuipmÞ for all i: Since there are at least n  m þ 1
0’s in fxnn1 ;y; xnnn g; thus Tnðxnn1 ;y; xnnn Þ ¼ 0: It follows that u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞX
u0xðu;mÞ:
Case (C): Following the proof of Case (B), we have
u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞXu0xðu;mÞ þ u0Tnðxnn1 ;y; xnnn Þ;
with at least n  m þ 1 0’s in fxnn1 ;y; xnnn g: Since the RBP of Tn is m=n; thus for a
contaminated data set fY1;y; Yng resulting from replacing ðm  1Þ 0 vectors in
f0;y; 0g by ðm  1Þ arbitrary vectors, there is a positive number M such that
jjTnðY1;y; YnÞjjoM: Hence we have u0Tnðx1;y; xnÞXu0xðu;mÞ  M: Likewise, we
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can show that u0TnðX nÞpu0Xðu;nmþ1Þ þ M: Now
Pðu0Tn4aÞ
pPðu0Xðu;nmþ1Þ4a  MÞ
¼
Xn
s¼m
n
s
 !
ðPðu0X4a  MÞÞsðPðu0Xpa  MÞÞns
¼ ðPðu0X4a  MÞÞm
Xn
s¼m
n
s
 !
ðPðu0X4a  MÞÞsmðPðu0Xpa  MÞÞns:
Similarly, let mn ¼ n  m þ 1; we have
Pðu0Tn4aÞ
XðPðu0X4a þ MÞÞmn
Xn
s¼mn
n
s
 !
ðPðu0X4a þ MÞÞsmnðPðu0Xpa þ MÞÞns:
The desired result now follows. &
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First we show that for any random sample X n
Dp lim inf
a-N %
BðTn; aÞp lim sup
a-N
%BðTn; aÞpn  D þ 1: ð*Þ
The middle inequality is trivial. By the deﬁnition of the halfspace depth, if u0Tn4a
for a given unit vector u and a large positive number a; then there are at least some D
sample points, say Xi1 ;y; XiD in fX1;y; Xng; such that u0Xij4a for 1pijpn;
1pjpD; or otherwise the halfspace depth of Tn will be less than D=n: Let
AðD; a; u; X nÞ denote the event that there are at least some D sample points in X n
such that the projection to u of each of these points is greater than a: Thus
Pðu0Tn4aÞpPðAðD; a; u; X nÞÞ
¼
Xn
s¼D
n
s
 !
ðPðu0X4aÞÞsðPðu0XpaÞÞns
¼ðPðu0X4aÞÞD
Xn
s¼D
n
s
 !
ðPðu0X4aÞÞsDðPðu0XpaÞÞns
 !
:
The desired leftmost inequality in ð*Þ follows. To prove the rightmost inequality in
ð*Þ; we note that if there are only some ðD  1Þ points in X n whose projection onto a
given unit vector is no greater than a given positive number a; then u0Tn must be
greater than a; or otherwise the sample halfspace depth of Tn will be less than D=n:
Thus we have
Pðu0Tn4aÞXPðu0Xi1pa;y; u0XiD1pa; u0XiD4a;y; u0Xin4a; 1pij; jpnÞ
¼ ðPðu0XpaÞÞD1ðPðu0X4aÞÞnDþ1:
Eq. ð*Þ now follows.
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For any eAð0; 1Þ and unit vector uARd ; it follows from Markov’s inequality that
Pðu0Tn4aÞpE½expðð1 eÞcbðu
0TnÞrÞ
expðð1 eÞcbarÞ :
Thus
ln Pðu0Tn4aÞX ln E½exp ðð1 eÞcbðu0TnÞrÞ þ ð1 eÞcbar:
If we can show that E½exp ðð1 eÞcbðu0TnÞrÞ is bounded uniformly with respect to
u for ﬁxed n; then combining the above ﬁndings and condition (1) of part (i), we
obtain part (i) of the desired result. By Ho¨lder’s inequality, we get
E½exp ðð1 eÞcbðu0TnÞrÞpE exp ð1 eÞcb
X
i
ciju0XðiÞjr
 ! !" #
pE exp ð1 eÞb
X
i
ju0Xijr
 ! !" #
¼ðE½exp ðð1 eÞbðju0X jrÞÞÞn:
Now we show that E½exp ðð1 eÞbðju0X jrÞÞ is bounded uniformly with respect
to u: By condition (1), there exist b40 and M40 (independent of u) such that
bo1=ð1 eÞ  1 and baro ð1þ bÞ ln Pðu0X4aÞ when a4M: We thus have
E½exp ðð1 eÞbðju0X jrÞÞ
pexpðð1 eÞbMrÞ þ
Z
ju0xj4M
expðð1 eÞbju0xjrÞ dFðxÞ
pexpðð1 eÞbMrÞ þ
Z
ju0xj4M
ðPðu0X4ju0xjÞÞð1eÞð1þbÞ dFðxÞ;
which is bounded uniformly with respect to u: Part (i) follows.
Now we prove part (ii) of the desired result. For any unit vector u and a40; if
u0Xðu; 1Þ4 a;y; u0Xðu; s1Þ4 a and u0Xðu; sÞ42c0a; then it can be seen that
u0Tn4ð1=c* Þð2c0aÞ  ð1 1=c* ÞaX2a  ð1 1=c* Þa4a: Hence we have
Pðu0Tn4aÞXPðu0Xðu;1Þ4 a;y; u0Xðu;s1Þ4 a; u0Xðu;sÞ42c0aÞ
¼ n
s  1
 !
ðPðu0X4 aÞÞs1ðPðu0X42c0aÞÞnsþ1:
Since
ðs  1Þln Pðu0X4 aÞ  ln n
s  1
 !
ln Pðu0X4aÞ -0 as a-N;
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and
ln P u0X42c0að Þ
ln Pðu0X4aÞ -1 as a-N;
uniformly with respect to u: Part (ii) follows. &
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